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Abstract
Objective: To determine the pattern of stability changes as a reflection of early
healing around single-stage roughened-surface implants in humans utilizing resonance frequency analysis (RFA).
Materials and Methods: Hundred twenty-five patients who demanded dental
implants were treated with two different implant (Nobel Biocare ReplaceTM and
StrummanTM ITI) systems. Bone type was classified into four groups. RFA was
used for direct measurement of implant stability on the day of implant placement
and consecutively at 14, 30 and 60 days after placement. The data were analyzed
with Student t test and regression analysis.
Results: Three-hundred four roughened surface implants placed in the maxilla
and mandible were evaluated. In ReplaceTM implants the lowest mean stability
measurement was at 30 days for all bone types and the stability did not change
significantly in any of the bone types (p>0.05). ITITM implants demonstrated the
lowest stability at 60 days for type 1 and 30 days and baseline for type 2, 3 and 4
bones. In addition, there was significant differences in implant stability between
bone types 1 and 4 (P<0.001), 2 and 3 (p<0.05) , and bone types 3 and 4
(P=0.07) at all aforementioned times in ITITM implants. In ReplaceTM implants,
regarding the implant diameter, contrary to ITI implants, no significant stability
changes were detected (p>0.05). No significant difference was observed regarding gender, age and lengths in both systems.
Conclusion: In comparison to ITITM implants, ReplaceTM implants revealed no
significant difference in the pattern of stability changes among different bone
types.
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INTRODUCTION
Endosseous implants are increasingly being
used in maxillofacial, dental and orthopedic
surgery [1]. Implant failure and loss may have
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a number of causes, including factors related
to the design of the implant system, a poor
surgical technique, excessive loading or unfavorable host reaction. It has been clearly dem-
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onstrated that implant-retained prosthesis may
be placed successfully and linger functional
for many years [7] . There is adequate data
suggesting excessive mechanical stresses and
poor initial stability at placement as the causes
of early failure of implants [2].
Proper primary stability and postponing loading of the implant to about 3-6 months after
the surgery have long been considered as the
“conditio sine qua non” to provide the required
situations for implant osseointegration. However, the necessity to wait that long before
loading an implant has been based upon clinical experience and thoughts rather than being
evidence based [3,4]. Adequate stability of an
implant in the bone is an essential matter for
favorable repair process, bone formation and
also distribution of mastication forces. Primary
stability is critical and believed to be influenced by length, geometry, bone-to-implant
contact area, cortical to trabecular bone ratio
and the placement technique [3]. Secondary
stability is a consequence of secondary woven and lamellar bone formation [1,2,5-9].
Advances in implant dentistry towards improved osseointegration and accelerated loading protocols are based on enhanced implant
designs and surface features along with a better understanding of the restorative options for
such approaches [9]. High success rates in implant patients following conventional loading
protocols can similarly be achieved with the
early and immediate loading protocols in appropriately selected cases [10-15]. Accordingly, application of a simple, clinically feasible,
noninvasive test to assess implant stability and
osseointegration is believed to be highly desirable [16]. The most widely used clinical technique in this matter is the radiographic method
which is criticized for being two dimensional
and difficult to standardize. It seems a quantitative reproducible method for evaluating the
stability of solid dental implants in clinic and it
may be helpful. Manual percussion is the simplest form of transient vibration analysis [17].
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The Periotest (NIVA, Charlette, NC) is another transient excitation tool that could not be a
trustable device due to lack of sensitivity in
implant stability measurement [9].
Around the mid-90s, Meredith reported the use
of a transducer directly attached to an implant
body or to the abutment to achieve a clinical,
noninvasive measure of stability to presume
osseointegration of implants expressed as Implant Stability Quotient (ISQ) units, which
were scaled from 1 to 100 [18-20]. It has been
demonstrated that this device is efficacious in
assessing changes in interfacial stiffness during osseous healing, osseointegration and the
supracrestal dimensions of bone-implant interface[1,3,19-20]. Histomorphometric studies
suggest that RF values correlate well with levels of bone-implant interface [21-22]. These
findings support the use of RFA in assessing
changes in the bone healing and osseointegration processes following implant placement.
Although ISQ values cannot be directly linked
to actual cellular activities, they provide a reproducible assessment of the condition of the
bone-implant interface [18-21].
Table1. Patient Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

1. Patient inclusion criteria
a.
One or more missing teeth in either canine or
posterior region
b.
Sufficient bone volume
c.
Good oral hygiene
2. Patient exclusion criteria
a.
Esthetic reasons
b.
Extraction site healing for less than 6 months
c.
Active periodontitis
d.
Residual roots in the implant site
e.
Mucosal diseases.
f.
Current chemotherapy
g.
Use of any investigational drugs or devices
within the 30-day period immediately prior to
implant surgery
h.
Indication for bone graft in the implant site
i.
Alcohol or drug abuse
j.
Systemic disorders
Pregnancy
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Therefore, they can be used to monitor and
control the biologic conditions of boneimplant interface. More recently, this commercial instrument was modified. This device is
now wireless and have an aluminum peg
(smart peg) that attached on to the implant,
utilizing aluminum peg (smart peg) attached
to the implant or the abutment, utilizing electromagnetic pulses across a frequency range
and then analyzing the response of the smart
peg. The result is two-dimensional through a
planar measurement instead of the linear one
used with the previous device. This improved
technology presents more reproducible and
representative results around the implant
(360°) via a mathematical algorithm. The aim
of this clinical study was to determine the primary stability and to assess changes in implant
stability during the early phase of healing, applying the noninvasive RFA technique with
the use of a new device OsstellTM Mentor
(Osstell AB, Gamlestadsvägen, Göteborg,
Sweden) in an attempt to determine the best
time for loading of roughened-surface Nobelbiocare Replace Select tapered Tiunite® implants (Nobel Biocare, Guttenberg, Sweden)
and ITI SLA® (sandblasted, large-grit, and acid-etched) solid-screw implants (Straumann,
BASEL, Switzerland) with different lengths
and diameters, placed in different quality types
of bone through single-stage surgery.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This clinical trial was designed to assess implant stability changes with an RF analyzer
(OsstellTM Mentor; Integration Diagnostics

AB, Sweden) in two different implant systems
with different designs in the critical early healing phase (first 60 days after implant placement).
The samples consisted of sixty-eight 18 to 70year-old patients for each implant system (30
males, 38 females), treated in the Department
of Implantology in Tehran University of Medical Sciences during the past two years. Eligible subjects were selected based on inclusion/exclusion criteria (Table 1).
Nobelbiocare Replace Select Tiunite® Tapered
implants were 10 mm (n=60) and 13 mm
(n=91) long with different diameters of 3.5
mm (n=26), 4.3 mm (n=89) and 5.0 mm
(n=38); ITI SLA solid-screw implants were 10
mm (n=75) and 12 mm (n=76) long with different diameters of 3.3 mm narrow body (NB)
(n=17), 4.1 mm regular body (RB) (n=95) and
4.8 mm wide body (WB) (n=39). The effect of
implant length, diameter, location, bone type,
patient age and gender was evaluated on implant stability expressed as ISQ units.
Data were analyzed by descriptive statistics,
Student's t-test and ANOVA using SPSS software.
Clinical protocols
After informed consent forms were signed by
the patients, all the implants [61 replace implants (39.89%) in the maxilla and 92
(60.11%) in the mandible and 70 ITI implants
(46%) in the maxilla and 81 (54%) in the
mandible] were placed using a non-submerged
technique, following the manufacturer’s instructions (Table 2).

Table 2. Distribution of Implants According to Insertion Sites
Site
Canine

Premolar

Molar

Replace

11 (7.20%)

57 (37.25%)

85 (55.55%)

ITI

48 (31.78 %)

77 (51%)

26 (17.22%)

Implant Type
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Bone density was categorized as type I, II, III
or IV at the time of surgery according to Lekholm and Zarb index [23] in 1985 that was approved by the judgment of the tactile sense of
the surgeon (Table 3).
Immediately after implant placement and at
14-, 30-, and 60-day intervals post-operatively
the proper smart peg for each implant (ITI;
Types 4 & 17, Nobelbiocare Replace; type 13)
was screwed onto the fixture and the implant
stability was measured by the RF analyzer and
expressed in ISQ units.
An increased ISQ value indicated greater stability than before, whereas decreased values
indicated a decrease in implant stability. Readings were performed three times for each implant; one from the top, one from the buccal
and one from the lingual side of the smart peg;
then the mean was calculated. To reduce observer bias, the previous recordings on the implant were made inaccessible prior to RFA
measurement.
RESULTS
None of the inserted implants failed. ISQ values showed a high level of reproducibility,
with an accuracy of ± 2 units. According to the
ISQ values, the following results were obtained. In general, ITI implants showed an increase in ISQ values with time, but replace
implants remained rather constant.
The mean ISQ values for replace implants
were higher than those for ITI implants at all
times, the difference being significant at all the
measurement intervals (p<0.05) (Diagram 1).
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It was observed that in the replace system,
more implants with higher ISQ values were
present at baseline and at 14- and 30-day intervals (p<0.001). However, no significant differences were observed between the two
groups at the 60-day interval (p>0.05). The 10and 13-mm-long replace implants showed
relatively the same ISQ values at all the four
measurement intervals (p>0.05), whilst in the
ITI implants differences were observed at the
14-day interval and 12-mm-long implants,
demonstrating higher stability than 10-mmlong ones; the difference was not significant
either (p>0.05). The results showed that ISQ
values for 10- and 13-mm-long replace implants were higher than those for 10- and 14mm-long ITI implants and the values remained
rather constant for 10- and 13-mm-long replace implants. Regarding different diameters
in ITI implants, the greatest difference was
seen at the 30-day interval between 4.8 and
4.1-mm (p>0.05) and also between 4.1- (RB)
and 3.3-mm-diameter implants (NB) (p> 0.05).
Although 4.8-mm-diameter implants had higher stability compared to 4.1- and 3.3-mmdiameter ones, there was no significant difference in ISQ values with regard to different implant diameters (p>0.05).
Concerning replace tapered implants at all the
measurement t intervals, it was noted that the
greater the implant diameter, the greater the
ISQ value and consequently, the greater the
stability (p<0.05); however, as previously discussed, such an increase was not observed in
ITI implants.

Table 3. Distribution and Number of Placed Implants According to Bone Density
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Bone Type

Number of Replace Implants

Number of ITI Implants

I

16 (10.46%)

5 (3.32%)

II

76 (49.67%)

110 (72.84%)

III

53 (34.65%)

27 (17.88%)

IV

8 (5.22%)

9 (5.96%)
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Diagram 1. Primary stability and pattern of stability changes according to mean ISQ values in two different implant systems. It is obvious that tapered implants showed higher stability than parallel ones.

Although ISQ values for replace implants were
found to be more than those for ITI implants
with the same diameter, ITI NB and replace
NP implants showed relatively equal stability.
Regarding type I bone, patterns of stability
changes were different for the two implant
systems.
At first, both ITI and replace tapered implants
demonstrated high primary stability, with ITI
being a little more stable, but as time went by,
at the 30-day interval, replace implants
showed a non-significant increase (p>0.05)
(Diagram 2).
Regarding type II bone, the patterns were rather the same with no significant differences;
however, replace tapered implants were
slightly more stable (p>0.05) (Diagram 3).
Regarding ITI implants, no significant changes
in stability from baseline readings were observed in type II bone (p>0.05); however,
these changes in other bone types were significant (p<0.05). Contrary to what was seen in
ITI implants, these changes were not significant in all bone types in replace implants
(p>0.05) and these implants proved more stable compared to ITI implants, particularly
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when placed in type III and type IV bone (Diagrams 2-5).
Generally, in both systems, implants placed in
the lower jaw were more stable than those in
the
upper jaw and contrary to what was seen in the
maxilla, the pattern of stability changes in the
mandible were similar in both systems
(p<0.05) (Diagram 6).
The implant stability was somewhat higher in
men, but generally it appeared that gender and
age did not have a significant effect on the results (p>0.05) (Diagram 7).
DISCUSSION
RFA offers a noninvasive stability measurement in the periphery (360º) of implants with
Osstell TM Mentor device. As the smart peg
and implant structure are constant, any
changes in RFA reveals changes in implantbone interface, either in quality or quantity. In
this study, implant stability was measured at
four intervals for each implant; namely, immediately after placement as the primary stability, day 14 as the time for the newly formed
woven bone around the implant, day 30 as the
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Diagram 2. Primary stability and pattern of stability changes in two different implant designs in type I bone according to
mean ISQ values. Stability levels in this bone type are in the higher limits in both systems but the pattern of stability
changes is different.

time when the woven bone lines most parts of
the implant surface and the start of the remodeling phase, and finally day 60 as the time
at which the implant surface is lined with lamellar bone as accepted in the literature for
loading [24-26]. The present study seems to
have allowed a proper evaluation of stability
changes in both implant systems during the
early stages of healing, leading to valuable and
interesting biological and clinical insights.
It was noted that the number of implants and
mean ISQ values were higher in replace system compared to ITI system at all the measurement intervals. Such a difference might be
attributed to different designs and geometry.
ITI implants are parallel-sided, differing from
replace implants, which are tapered.
O’Sullivan [27] reported in 2000 that parallelsided implants can reach their maximum stability if the coronal part is placed in cortical
bone; however, tapered implants apply a lateral compression force to the surrounding walls
while being placed, making them more stable
at the time. Their higher installation torque
value (ITV) compared to the parallel-sided
implants might be attributed to the same factor
emphasized by Molly in 2006 [28].
6191

Accordingly, the distance between the threads
in ITI implants is about twice that in replace
implants; thus, incorporating more threads per
surface area can make them more stable, especially at the time of installation.
Tiunite coating on replace implants tends to
increase the surface area by 37%, while SLA
coating on ITI implants accomplishes the same
task by 33%; this little difference does not
seem to contribute significantly to the dissimilar implant stability during the early healing
phase[29-30].
As a rule, although implant surface condition
is important during the healing phase, the implant design is the major feature of an implant
body during the loading period [31].
Mean implant stability levels were rather equal
at baseline, 14- and 30-day intervals and higher at the 60-day interval in each system individually, with no significant differences at the
60-day interval in either of the implant systems, which might be explained by remodeling
process at the bone-implant interface and the
increase in bone-implant contact area as time
goes by [32-34]. The recent finding can also be
explained with regard to Carlos Aparicio’s
theory in 2005, [34] stating that stability of
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Diagram 3. Primary stability and pattern of stability changes in two different implant designs in type II bone according to
mean ISQ values. It is interesting that pattern of stability changes is fairly the same in both implant designs in this bone
type.

implants gets closer to each other with time
due to bone density homogeneity.
Implant length was not found to be a significantly effective factor influencing stability in
both implant systems, which is consistent with
the results of other studies [35-38]. Many previous studies have also reported that the success rate and/or the resorption rate of bone do
not undergo changes when different implant
lengths are used. [34,39,40]. It is probable that
once the bone-implant contact is established at
the marginal level and the implant is firm, a 2or 3-mm difference in length in the apical region, which is classically composed of cancellous bone, does not result in a significant
increase in the overall implant stability [41].
Accordingly, it is likely that placing a great
deal of emphasis on the use of the longest implant applicable is not always the best decision.
In the present study, implant diameter had a
positive influence on ISQ values in both systems, which might be attributed to greater implant-bone contact area as the diameter increases. However, in ITI implants this effect
was not significant compared to the replace
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system, which was attributed to the conical
design of replace implants, applying more lateral compression force to the surrounding bone
with diameter increase; therefore, providing
more lateral stiffness and ISQ values. In previous studies, the relationship between implant
diameter and ISQ values has been emphasized.
[37,42]. Concerning bone type, in ITI implants
in the present study, stability patterns in different bone types were noticeably different. Nevertheless, in replace tapered implants, the patterns in all the four bone types were fairly the
same. As for bone type I in ITI implants, a rather high primary stability was noted (mean
ISQ=75). The reason might be the thick cortical bone layer with a small amount of trabecular
core. It might also be attributed to the press-fit
of the slightly larger diameter of the implant
against cut bone surface [7]. Interestingly, as
time went by, the stability demonstrated a
slight decline up to day 60, with mainly two
possible reasons: 1. Overheating during drilling; the phenomenon is more likely to happen
in type I bone than other bone types and might
result in marginal bone loss and an increase in
effective implant length [28-43] 2. This bone
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Diagram 4. Primary stability and pattern of stability changes in two different implant designs in type III bone according to
mean ISQ values.

type is almost completely cortical and the capacity of regeneration is impaired because of
poor blood supply [44,45]. In both systems in
type II bone, a slight non-significant decline
was observed in ISQ values during the first 30
days, which began to increase until day 60 afterwards. This finding confirmed the ones in
Roberts’ report that bone density/quality is indeed dynamic, changing in relation to implant
surface [46]. It appears that type II bone is a
proper bone type for both tapered and parallel
wall implants from implant stability viewpoint
because of the thick cortical layer with a dense
trabecular core and good blood supply. However, this non-significant decline during the
first month and the subsequent increase reflect
a discrepancy with the results of studies by
Friberg, [47,48] which might be attributed to
the effect of the rough surface coating and the
subsequent reaction at the interface[9]. ITI implants in bone type III and IV exhibited considerably lower primary stabilities at the baseline compared to that in type I and type II
bones, probably due to less cortical bone and
the larger trabecular core with lower density.
The subsequent rise in ISQ values after the
8193

baseline is consistent with the improved bone
formation around the roughened implant surface [9,49]. On the other hand, it has already
been shown that implants with lower ISQ values will exhibit greater increase in ISQ values
with time [49,9,50,51-53-26].
In replace tapered implants, the primary stability and the pattern of stability changes in all
the four bone types were fairly the same. ISQ
values in bone types I, II and III were rather
high (more than 70); however, in type IV
bone, although ISQ values followed the same
pattern, they were lower compared to other
bone types due to the thinner cortical bone and
the larger trabeculae.
These findings might be attributed to the geometry and tapered design of replace implants,
which provide more lateral compression and
stiffness, [27] compensating lower bone density. A comparison of stability patterns of mandibular and maxillary implants in both systems
showed that the overall stability level was
higher in the mandible. In replace implants,
the similar pattern of stability changes and
non-significant values between the jaws in
contrast to ITI implants were attributed to the
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Diagram 5. Primary stability and pattern of stability changes in two different implant designs in type IV bone according to
mean ISQ values. It is interesting that contrary to ITI implants, pattern of stability changes, despite poor bone quality, is
fairly similar to other bone types in Replace tapered implants.

tapered geometry of these implants, which can
create higher lateral compression and secure
the high primary stability. These results are
consistent with reported higher survival rates
of implants in the mandible compared to the
maxilla, [54,55] as a result of differences in
bone density [48-50]. Denser bone exists in the
mandible with 25-50% greater integrative success in the anterior mandible compared to the
maxillary posterior region [56,43].
In general, it was noted that the denser the
bone, the higher the primary stability in both
systems; however, replace implants could secure the initial stability and prevail over the
bone remodeling stages during the critical first
two months of the osseointegration process
due to their tapered design and more lateral
bone compression during installation, resulting
in more lateral stiffness.
As a result, when using replace implants in
bone types I, II and III, bone type had no effect
on ISQ values in the present study, which is an
interesting finding attributable to the implant
design. In vivo and histomorphometric studies
have confirmed that ISQ values associate well
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associate well with levels of bone-implant contact area [19,20,22,23,47,48,57]. In a recent
study, it was shown that the values measured
by the magnetic device used in the present
study correlate well with those of the electronic one; the amount measured by the former
equals 8-12 units less than that measured by
the latter [40]. On the other hand, studies have
suggested that implants with ISQ values of
more than 60 (measured by the electronic device) are eligible to undergo immediate loading as if a stable fixation exists between the
bone and the implant; even minute interfragmentary movements can be avoided and
dynamic load bearing can be withstood. Therefore, in implants with high primary stability
and no significant changes with time, an immediate loading protocol can be indicated
[9,11,12,57].
As a result, given the values measured for replace tapered implants in bone types I, II and
III, which indicate no significant changes during the study period, it is possible to consider
immediate loading for these implants; however, in type IV bone, just to be on the safe side,
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Diagram 6. Implant stability changes according to jaw position. In both systems, ISQ values showed higher values in
the mandible compared to the maxilla in all the measurement intervalss during this study.

it would be better to consider early loading
protocol because of the poor bone quality and
lack of fully acceptable mean primary ISQ
values (under 68). In ITI implants, it is difficult to make a firm clinical decision about the
immediate loading protocol in type I bone because ISQ values slightly decreased over time.
Nonetheless, ISQ values were in the higher
limits (more than 65) at all intervals during the
study with only a 2% change in mean ISQ value after 30 days. On the other hand, it is suggested that for implants with high primary ISQ
values, decrease in implant stability during the
first 3 months of healing should be supposed
as a common occurrence that does not require
modifications in routine follow-up procedures
[48]. Due to the ISQ values in type I bone,
which were over 65 with little decrease in high
primary stability after two months in the
present study, immediate loading in ITI SLA
implants in type I bone is tempting.
However, continuous decreases in ISQ levels
in type I bone and the least mean ISQ values
after 60 days compared to the other three

195
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earlier measurements favor the early loading
protocols. It appears that in ITI implants,
proper conditions for immediate loading protocol were only seen in type II bone.
As histological bone analysis has been established as the gold standard to determine the
bone type in the literature, [28] perhaps it was
better for us to determine the bone type in this
manner. Anyway, the large number of samples
and the highly professional surgeons who were
involved in this study made our results more
accurate. On the other hand, a large number of
previous studies have utilized the surgeon’s
professional common sense to determine the
bone type [9,23,38,41,42,58]. In addition, Trisi
[59] showed that the surgeon’s sense can determine the bone type appropriately.
In general, this study appears to have provided
valuable insights into implant stability changes
in the two systems throughout the important
early stages of healing. As there is a recent interest in immediate loading of single-unit restorations and none of the implants were immediately loaded in this study, a study involving
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Diagram 7. Implant stability changes according to gender. In general ISQ values showed higher values in men compare
to women.

monitoring of the stability patterns of singleunit, immediately loaded, roughened-surface
implants would offer more results to validate
our results.
The effect of splinting versus non-splinting
will possibly be compared in an RFA study on
immediate hybrids and immediate single-unit
restorations. It would also be valuable in these
studies to examine occlusal factors as potential
variables in the healing process.

CONCLUSION
This study demonstrated that in parallel wall
implants the primary stability and pattern of
stability changes are different between different bone types, but tapered implants can inhibit decreases in primary stability in all bone
types. Bone type and geometry of the implants
are the most important factors for implant stability during the first 60 days of healing. In
parallel and tapered wall implants, with regard
to primary stability and pattern of stability
changes, maybe immediate and early loading
protocols are appropriate alternatives in type II
and types I, II, III bone, respectively. Implant
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diameter was found to be ineffective in ITI
parallel wall system, but in replace tapered
system, wider implants were more stable.
Patient sex, age and implant length were not
significantly effective in implant stability according to ISQ values in either of the two systems.
Maybe future studies, examining occlusal factors as possible variables in the healing
process and also evaluating the effects of
splinting versus non-splinting procedures can
be beneficial to a better understanding of the
results of the present study.
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